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Even without the characteristic stenciled signature, the artist who drew the
fisherman and his two companions on this issue's front cover would be known
by several generations of Americans by his distinctive style. Norman Rockwell
is generally regarded as America's most popular artist, best known for his many
and much-admired Saturday Evening Post cover paintings.
Our cover drawing is likely one of the rare works of the late artist that has
never previously received major public attention or publication. How that happened is an interesting story we would like to share with you - what we know
of it!
It all began with a gentleman named Jack Havey, who runs Ad-Media, an
Augusta-based advertising company which lists among its recent credits the
television ad campaign that helped save Maine's moose hunting season in the.
1983 referendum vote.
Ad-Media was a struggling new business in 1962, and Havey was looking
for a wild-card in his quest of the state's major tourism promotion campaign
contract. The wild-card Havey came up with was Norman Rockwell, who agreed
to draw a "Four Seasons" collection of Maine outdoor scenes. "The joys of Maine
would be a pleasant subject to work on," Rockwell told Havey.
Although Ad-Media's bid for the state contract was unsuccessful, the intervention of then-Governor John H. Reed led to the state's purchase of the four
pencil drawings from Rockwell for $1,800 apiece, much less than his normal
commission at that time, according to the curator of the Norman Rockwell
Museum in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, the artist's hometown.
Although initially there was some minor advertising use of one or more of
the drawings, for reasons which are unclear the state never used them, or allowed
them to be used, in any major way. Within a few years they were all but forgotten, and the trail of their location grew colder and colder.
Where the drawings were for the next two decades remains something of
a mystery, but events leading to their return to the state began in October 1984
when the Maine Sunday Telegram published a story on their creation and subsequent disappearance. A few weeks (and a few anonymous tips) later, the original
Rockwells were quietly returned to the state, to the office of Governor Joseph
Brennan. No questions asked.
The drawings are now in care of the Maine State Museum. They are in good
condition, but some framing mistakes are being corrected before they are put
on public exhibition.
For making it possible for us to reproduce one of the Norman Rockwell drawings on our cover, the staff of MAINE FISH AND WILDLIFE Magazine thanks
the director of the Maine State Museum, Paul E. Rivard, and Governor Joseph
E. Brennan and his press secretary David Cheever. And for uncovering the story
of the missing Rockwells and precipitating their return to the state, our appreciation to the Maine Sunday Telegram.
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Front: The artist needs no introduction, but the picture's brand new; see explanation on inside front!
Back: Pond lilies, one of several "frustrators" discussed in article beginning on page 12. Photo by Bill
Cross.
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npany!
by Pat Foster

I I

I

f you go out in the

woods tonight, you better not go
out alone." Most adults
remember the lines and tunes to
the once popular "Teddy Bear's
Picnic.'' And most adults would
warn their toddlers not to go off
alone into the woods - either
at night or during the day. But
many of those same adults forget all caution as they engage
with their children in an evening's entertainment that can be
extremely dangerous. They go to
dumps to watch bears feed.
In Weld, nestled in the shadow
of Mt. Blue, the dump attendant
reports that as many as 7 5 people at a time have crowded the
dump at dusk, watching bears
forage. Barefoot children in
shorts and T-shirts try to get as
close as they can to feed the
bears. Older boys try to scramble
over an embankment to get
closer, while other people throw
trash at the bears to get them to
react, bouncing odds and ends of
refuse, rocks, and cans off the
animals' heads.
In heavily forested Piscataquis
County, a former forester recalls
a bear that frequented the
Squaw Brook Campsite near
Moosehead Lake, appearing to be
so tame that children hand-fed
it:
"Finally, I had to do away
with the bear. The situation was
just too dangerous. People forget
that the bears are wild. If one of
those children had ever tried to
take something back from the
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bear, just one swipe of a paw,
and that would have been it!"
In Lily Bay Township on the
eastern shore of Moosehead
Lake, nightly bear-watching has
taken the place of the drive-in
theater in a county without a
theater.
People drive from miles away
to watch several adult bears and
cubs forage in the trash at this
open-air dump. While local people may exercise some native
caution, visitors from more
metropolitan areas become so
intrigued watching the bears
that they begin to behave as if
they are at a zoo - where bears
are safely behind bars.
The story is similar in many
locations in Maine. Small, openair dumps surrounded by heavy
forest are as good as engraved invitations to bears. Bears are not
likely to pass up such an inviting meal as a summertime
dump can offer. While roughly
75 percent of a bear's diet is
vegetable matter, bear are omnivores - they will eat
anything, whether it is berries,
left-over hamburger, or stale
potato chips.
While foraging, bears move
slowly, almost lethargically. But
this seemingly docile behavior is
deceptive. A bear can easily
outrun a man, and can run even
faster uphill than downhill!
When angered, threatened, or
feeling cornered, a bear is an
adversary equal to any. Standing
five to six feet tall and weighing
around 300 pounds, an adult
male bear far surpasses the agility or strength of an unarmed
adult human male.
While there have been no recent reported incidents of bears
attacking people in dumps,

The author and her husband are coowners of the Moosehead Messenger, a
weekly newspaper published
in
Greenville.

black bears have attacked hikers
in recent years, and are frequent!y reported as breaking in to
camps. Incidents of confrontations between bears and man are
rare. The bear is normally timid,
and will slip like a ghost
through the woods to avoid
human beings.
But as the population of
Euarctos americanus increases,
and the numbers of people trying to get even closer looks at
bears in dumps increases, the
likelihood of injury also increases. As one man photographing bears and people at a dump
related: ''The bears were just
there, eating and not paying any
attention to the people at all.
But as soon as I started going
around behind the bear, between
him and the woods, he really got
angry. I'll tell you, I was scared!"
The photographer learned an important lesson about how not to
antagonize a bear.
To quote from "Sugartown
Stories" by Arthur R. MacDougall [r.: "Huge creatures although some of them are not
as enormous as they look - the
largest bears stand about six feet
tall on their hind legs. A playful
swing of a right arm will
pulverize an old down log, and
the gentlest tap will knock a
camp door off its hinges. The
sight of a bear hung up and
skinned is awesome. The
muscles are massive; the teeth
formidable.
"A lion with a toothache is no
meaner than a dump bear, once
the latter learns to pick a dump
or rob a camp. When a bear
loses his wild and native caution,jie is a short-tempered old
devil that warrants close watching. At any moment, he may
take it into his head to do as he
pleases ... "
Read and heed! Hungry bears
are dangerous - and they
wouldn't be on the dumps if
they weren't hungry!
•
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To Be
A
Maine
Guide
Guide, sport, and trophy, circa 1900.

w.ENBANGOR
ATTORNEY and
sportsman Jordan Kobritz brought his professional
baseball team to Maine, he did not have to search
hard for a club name. The Maine Guides was a
natural. After all, Kobritz had spent many a day
fishing The East Grand Lake region and other areas
of the state with representatives of a respected
group of men and women who earn a living by sharing their hunting and fishing prowess and
experience with their "sports."
Today, there are numerous men and women,
lured by a life of adventure and high fees, who want
to add their names to that list. But adventure and
wealth are not the norm in the guiding business.
Depending on the guide's experience, the nature
of the trip, the equipment provided, and the area
of the state, a guide can expect to charge his "sport"
$80 to $120 per day. There are many factors which
cause the fee to vary, however. Overnight camping,
a moose hunt, fly-in trips, or long canoe trips will
cost more, since expenses are higher.
For an average full-day fishing or deer hunting
trip, a guide will probably have to furnish a boat
and motor, or a canoe. He ought to carry extra
fishing rods and reels, the necessary life-saving and
4

signaling devices, a complete first-aid kit, and cooking gear. Most importantly, the guide must know
his trip area, its waters and woods, to perfection,
and must be able to prepare a hearty and appetizing
meal under field conditions.
In recent years, when a guide's license could be
obtained simply by paying the required fee, a few
people with little experience were ruining the hardearned reputations of those who had proudly worn
the guide's patch for generations. In recognition of
this potentially negative image, the Maine Legislature passed a bill, effective January 1, 1980, standardizing requirements for Registered Maine
Guides.
There are actually several categories of guides and two examining boards to administer the required examinations. This article will be concerned
only with the traditional "sporting" guides - hunting, fishing, and recreational. Although many requirements for whitewater rafting guides are
similar to those for sporting guides, the examinations are administered by a separate board.

N ORDER TO be registered as a
Maine guide and to offer one's services as such, an
applicant must be at least 18 years of age. The best
way to begin is to write to: Guide's Division,
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring 1985

by Nick Albans
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, 284
State St., Sta. 41, Augusta, ME 04333.
In addition to the application, you will receive
a written examination testing your familiarity with
fish and game laws, species identification, fire
regulations, basic first aid, and use of map and compass. This examination is of the "open book" variety, and may be taken unsupervised. Both the application and examination should be returned to
the department, accompanied by a medical evaluation provided by your physician, and current first
aid and CPR certificates (the medical evaluation
may be brought to the hearing if you prefer). If
discharged by the Armed Forces, you are also required to bring a copy of your discharge papers.
Once your application has been processed, you
will be scheduled for a hearing by the Guide's Examination Board in Augusta. The board meets
about once a month, and consists of two wardens
and one civilian guide. In addition to administering the examinations, the board is required to hear
complaints against guides and hold hearings which
may result in revocation of a license.

ASSUMING
that you have met the
requirements listed and submit a successful application, what happens when you appear before
the board? First, a check is made to see if the applicant has a criminal record with the State Police,
or any fish and game violations. If so, he or she will
be questioned about the record. The board must be
reasonably satisfied that the applicant will not add
to that record.
On the application form, the candidate must
state whether he or she wishes to be licensed as
a hunting, fishing, or recreational guide, or any
combination. The candidate may select the
"General Guide" category, which means that an examination will be administered in all fields. This
is a difficult examination! In this general category,
only one out of three applicants is passed the first
time (a person failing the examination can reapply
for it without going through all the paperwork, provided that the first aid and CPR certificates are
current).

What sort of questions are asked during these
oral examinations? Let us assume that you are a
candidate for the general license and will be examined in all fields. A typical examination will
include, but not be limited to, several important
topics.
For instance, you will be asked to demonstrate
proficiency with map and compass, including
orientation of the compass to the map and the
ground, and to magnetic or true north, the use of
contour lines, standard symbols, and measurement
by scale. A candidate should also be able to determine back azimuths.
Other questions will cover fish identification,
(e.g., landlocked salmon, brown trout, smallmouth
and largemouth bass, and smolt recognition). The
potential guide should be knowledgeable about
fishing and hunting seasons as well as daily time
limits. Familiarity with bag limits is a must!
Fly fishing and trolling are important parts of the
examination, because the average fishing "sport"
is almost always a fly fisherman, or is interested
in trolling for the big ones. Balancing a fly line to
the rod, knot tying and tapering of leaders, and
identification of standard fly patterns are usually
subjects for examination.
Boat and canoe safety, techniques for paddling
and poling, and boating rules of the road are usually
covered (a boat 'operator's permit must be obtained
by all applicants who will be operating motor craft).
Hunting questions might include zeroing in of
rifles, operation of a shotgun, caliber measurement,
and hunter safety. A potential guide will be asked
how he or she will conduct a search for a lost
"sport" or conduct other emergency procedures.
There will be questions about bird and duck identification and bag limits for all species. Techniques
for hunting deer and bear are also likely subjects.
Questions about camping, cooking, and fire
regulations are also covered, along with knowledge
of equipment used.
These are only samples of the sorts of questions
candidates are asked. How do you prepare for them?
Certainly, the hunting and fishing regulations
published by the department should be studied
carefully. Outdoor magazines are other good
sources, but nothing can take the place of experience and judgementrThat is the major concern
of the examining board.
If you think that you can meet these stringent
requirements (and pay the necessary fee, which also
allows you to hunt and fish), then submit your application. You may become one of the privileged
wearers of the "Registered Maine Guide" patch.•

The author, himself a registered Maine guide, is the
current civilian member of the Maine Guide's Examining Board.
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Recreational Boating

by Gary Anderson

Training To
Make It A
Safer Sport
(Author's note: The National
Boating Safety School, located in
Yorktown, Virginia, has provided
valuable training to many people
whose responsibility involves
teaching, administering, or enforcing boating safety. A typical class in
this non-military "college" may involve students from state, county,
and municipal government agencies,
federal officials, guests from other
countries, and officials from United
States territories and possessions.
Training including boating, swimming, firefighting, rules of the road,
inspection, pollution, boating law
enforcement, and much more. The
school, considered by many to be a
unique experience, sends its successful graduates out of Yorktown
ready to assume active roles in
boating safety.
During the winter just past, two
Maine game wardens, Daniel
Tourtelotte of Coopers Mills and
Michael Marshall of Princeton,
attended this two-week training session. In the following interview, I
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discuss with Dan and Mike their
impressions of the training they
received, and what they plan to do
with what they learned. The two
have already conducted courses at
this spring's Warden Service
Academy for new wardens, and
have plans for in-service training
sessions for other Maine game
wardens already in the field.}

What subjects at Yorktown were
most beneficial to you as a
warden?
Dan: Accident investigation and
opera ting-while-impaired classes
were excellent - they really
brought me up to date.
What is your overall assessment
of the Yorktown training?
Mike: It's very good! I feel that
I received updated training on
all aspects of boating safety, particularly in detection of boat
theft.

Can you give me an impression
- something that keeps coming
back to your mind when you
think about or discuss the
school?
Dan: Yes. The fact that boating
deaths are second to highway
deaths in this country, at least
for people ages one through 44.
lv:.ike: That does keep coming to
mind
also the fact that OUI
(operating under influence)
boating is very much on people's minds; 18 states now have
active programs, with 22 more
considering legislation in this
area.
It's clear that the United States
Coast Guard is cutting back on
active participation in boating
safety programs. What are your
feelings about this?
Mike: I think the obvious
answer is that someone will
have to take up the slack - in
our case, probably the Maine
Warden Service. We'll have to
run to keep up - boating is on
the increase in Maine, and enforcement and education will
have to keep pace. My feeling is
that a boating safety program,
using civilian instructors like
the hunter safety program, will
have to be set up.
Dan: My feelings, too - and it
should be a formalized - and
reciprocal - program, a cooperative venture with other states.
Do you recommend sending
more wardens to this school?
Dan: Certainly. Someone should
go each year, just to keep up
with changes in enforcement,
investigation, and safety education, particularly what to do
about our boating.
Mike: Someone should go each

The author is the department's
recreational safety coordinator.
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year, that's for sure. In addition
to keeping up with changes, it
affords valuable opportunities to
discuss the whole area of
boating safety with fellow officers from all over the U.S.
We are still stressing the importance of hypothermia awareness
in our various programs. Any
comments?
Mike: Many accidents happen in
cold water. Here lies a second
danger - hypothermia. People
need to be educated - to be
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring

told that the water doesn't need
to be terribly cold for hypothermia to be a problem. Water has
25 to 30 times the chilling
effect of air! (Author's note: It is
estimated that as many as half
of the water deaths in Maine each
year are caused by hypothermia!}
Could you both sum up your impressions (overall} of the
Yorktown training?
Mike: It was excellent! My
strong feeling is that all wardens
become certified in breathalyzer
1985

technique and other our detection tools. It is appalling how
many boat accidents, and
deaths, are the result of operation by intoxicated persons.
Dan: I think this excellent
school brought home to me the
need for our department to set
immediate goals for organized
boating safety training - and
formulate an our boating law
with some meat in it, while
providing proper training to
properly enforce it.
•
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issues; the unit then seeks funding to address those
concerns. Although the department contributes
some funds to the unit, it is often economically
more efficient to have a graduate student attack a
problem in depth, as part of the research required
for a thesis, than to commit the time of a state
biologist to such research.
In recent years, the department has asked the
unit:
What are the impacts of logging practices on
brook trout and other stream life?

The Maine Cooperative Fishery Research Unit

A Unique Partnership
For Maine
A
by John R. Moring

TLANTIC SALMON, acid rain,
spruce budworm spraying, black bass, white perch,
effects of logging, rainbow smelt, log salvaging,
brown trout, brook trout - all of these are important subjects to Maine sportsmen. And they have
all been addressed by the Maine Cooperative
Fishery Research Unit, a unique partnership between the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife (IFW), the University of Maine at
Orono (UMO), and the United States Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS J.
The Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit
program began more than 50 years ago with the
establishment of a wildlife unit at Iowa State
University. A similar wildlife unit was soon
established at the University of Maine, and the program was expanded to include separate fishery
research unit, beginning in the early 1960s.
The Maine Cooperative Fishery Research Unit
was established in late 1962. It has since become
an integral part of the UMO graduate program in
fisheries in the zoology department. It has also
become a willing supporter of the research and
management efforts of the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife and the Atlantic Sea Run
Salmon Commission. And the unit serves as a
fisheries link between the USFWS and the State of
Maine.
How does this cooperative arrangement work?
The department first establishes a list of priority
8

Are black bass abundant in Maine, or do populations in some waters need more protection
because of increased fishing pressure?

What is the survival rate of Atlantic salmon eggs
in the gravel, and at what stage in development
of eggs and alevins does most mortality occur?
Can the technology be developed for culturing
rainbow smelt so that a new Maine aquaculture
industry for baitfish or food fish will develop?
Are the chemical sprays used in Maine's spruce
budworm program harmful to fishes or aquatic
insects?
Will the recent water drawdown at Sebasticook
Lake improve the fishery there?
The unit examines concerns, recruits wellqualified graduate students, and seeks outside
funds to support the work. Because of the
cooperative structure of the unit, the USFWS may
channel research funds to the unit directly and/ or
through UMO. Through this mechanism, the
federal government can economically conduct nationally important research (such as that dealing
with acid rain or Atlantic salmon). UMO also con-

The author is acting leader of the Maine Cooperative
Fishery Research Unit.
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Using backpack electroshockers to
sample populations in a study dealing
with the effects of salvage cutting on
a stream system. Photo by the author.

Diving near Blue Hill Falls to study
intertidal fish populations during the
flood tide. Photo by the author.
Pulpwood logs washed ashore at Indian
Pond, near Greenville. A unit study
assessed changes in fish and
invertebrate communities following
salvaging of submerged logs.
Photograph by Paul Eiler.

Unit researchers developed
techniques for culturing smelt,
indoors and in small ponds. This
could be a new aquaculture industry
for Maine in the future. Photo by
the author.
Installing a trap over an Atlantic
salmon redd. When alevins emerge
from the gravel, they can be counted
and incubation mortality estimated.
Salmon emergence coincides with
black fly season, hence the bug
headnets. Photo by Karla
Gustafson-Marjanen.

Unit researchers spent several years
studying the possible impacts of sprays
for spruce budworm on stream insects.
Photo by Jon Stanley.
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tributes funds, and may provide some teaching
assistantships for students
r

WHAT HASTHE UNIT discovered
about some of these important questions? What information is now being used by Maine's fisheries
management professionals?
• A study on the East Branch of the Piscataquis
River revealed that water temperatures rose
above 86 °F after salvage cutting in the surrounding watershed (the needle went off the
chart in July!). Brook trout disappeared, as did
some insects associated with forest trout
streams. Sedimentation increased, and hardy
fishes and invertebrates dominated the
stream. How long will it take for the stream
to recover? Will the brook trout ever return to
that part of the East Branch? Future studies
there, and a related study in Aroostook
County, may provide the answers.
• Working with regional fisheries biologists, a
unit student developed techniques for assessing populations
of largemouth
and
smallmouth bass by using survey information
provided by anglers. Populations in several
waters were found to be out of balance, with
few large or few small fish, consequently, the
management policies for some such waters
may change.
• Studies by two graduate students
on
Washington County rivers showed that egg
mortality of Atlantic salmon was quite high
between fertilization of the eggs in the fall and
emergence of fry in the spring. Most of that
mortality apparently occurred between the
time of hatching and the later emergence of
alevins from the gravel. When young salmon
do emerge, they often set up small territories
over the redd. The salmon fry later expand
their range as their swimming skills improve.
• Experiments by unit biologists, UMO faculty
members, and aquaculturists with UMO's Ira
Darling Center have demonstrated the feasibility of fertilizing and incubating smelt eggs,
and feeding and rearing young smelt in the
laboratory and in small farm ponds. Because
the demand for smelt as baitfish is high, the
economic incentives exist for developing a
significant aquaculture industry based on
smelt and other Maine baitfishes. In an
established pond, smelt that hatched in early
June reached baitfish size before ice formed on
the pond in early December.
• Although several types of chemical sprays
have been used to control the spruce budworm, studies have indicated no serious im10

pacts on fishes in streams in the spray area.
Other than undergoing a possible short-term
physiological change, the fishes actually enjoyed increased food for a few days after the
spraying. Large numbers of terrestrial insects
were killed by the spray and those that fell
into streams were readily eaten by brook trout
and other fishes.
•
The recent water drawdowns at Sebasticook
Lake are designed to improve water quality
and improve fishing. Is it working? It is too
early to tell, but a unit graduate student did
find one significant result of the water
drawdown. Nearly all of the freshwater
mussels (which could be an important factor
in filtering water in Sebasticook Lake) have
been killed by the changing water levels.
Unable to move as fast as the receding waters,
the mussels burrowed deep into the mud, and
eventually starved to death.
Since 1962, 46 graduate students have received
training through the Cooperative Fishery Research
Unit. Hundreds of others have received classroom
training by unit leaders and assistants (who hold
regular faculty appointments). Some unit graduates
have taken jobs with the Department of Inland
Fisheries and Wildlife, and others with the Atlantic Salmon Commission and the Department of
Marine Resources. One became president of the
Maine Aquaculture Association; another was a
Maine state senator, and still another became a
civil engineer in Maine. Other unit graduates work
for the states of Louisiana, New York, Alaska,
Massachusetts, and Oregon, as well as for the
USFWS, National Marine Fisheries Service, U.S.
Forest Service, and other agencies. One graduate
is a biologist with the Savannah River Ecology
Laboratory, and another is acting leader of the
Virginia Cooperative Fishery Research Unit.

THOUGH THE UNIT PROGRAM
has followed a rocky and uncertain path in recent
years because of federal cutbacks, plans have
already been completed for new research projects
by future unit graduate students. One project deals
with brook trout, another with Atlantic salmon.
Other problems and ideas are being discussed between the three cooperators. With a little
budgetary luck, this unique 23-year-old partnership
will continue.
Unit students and administrators have come and
gone since 1962, but the direction of the program
remains the same: fisheries research of importance
to Maine and the Northeast, and training of future
fisheries professionals.
•
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MAINE FISHING '84
No super surprises in the 1984
entries for the One That Didn't
Get Away Club. Some Real
respectable fish, though (note

Remember - if you catch a BIG
one, find a warden or biologist
and sign your catch up. Even a
SO-pound salmon can't win if we
don't know about it!

that the top seven entries in the
landlocked salmon category came
from Rangeley Lake - again)!
Keep those cards comin' in!

THE ONE THAT DIDN'T
GET AWAY CLUB FOR 1984
The Angler

The Fish

Brook Trout
(Qualifying weight 4 lbs.)

Brown Trout
(Qualifying weight 6 lbs.)

Lake Trout
(Togue)
(Qalifying weight 15 lbs.)

Landlocked
Salmon
(Qualifying weight 6 lbs.)

Atlantic
Salmon
(Qualifying weight 15 lbs.)

Small mouth
Bass
(Qualifying weight 5 lbs.)

Largemouth
Bass
(Qualifying weight 7 lbs.)

Pickerel
(Qualifying weight 4 lbs.)

White Perch

TOP FISH IN
EACH CATEGORY
Pounds
Ounces

Length
Inches

Date
Caught

Where Caught

Lure

Darcey Labbe, Eagle Lake, ME
Eugene Burgess, Bowdoinham, ME
Mike Michaud, Eagle Lake, ME
Henry Sockbeson, [r., Bangor, ME
Hazen Stover, Augusta, ME
Linanne Nye, Belgrade Lakes, ME
Ernest Niles, Quechee, VT

7-12
6-5
6-1
6
5-14
5-8
5-8

23
25!;.;
22
23~
22~
231h
22

9/26
2/19
9130
8/31
111
8/25
611

Big Black Pond
Moosehead Lake
Big Black Pond
Moosehead Lake
Moosehead Lake
Moosehead Lake
Upper Richardson

Mickey Finn
shiner
Gray Ghost
live bait
live bait
live bait
Dare Devil

Matthew Haskell, Bowdoinham, ME
Toby Montgomery, Winterport, ME
Michael Roderick, Augusta, ME
Frank G. Ragusa, Hamilton, MA
Steven Brod, Norridgewock, ME
Bruce Eastman, Livermore Falls, ME
Charles Osgood, Hampden, ME
Chris Benedetto, Leeds, ME

8-15
8-5
8-4
6-12
6-8
6/4
6-3
6-2

301h
26Y2
261h
251h
23
23
23
24

7 /21
4/29
2/22
6/29
515
6/4
6/8
6/13

Branch Lake
Harriman Pond
Spectacle Pond
Hancock Pond
Great Pond
Wilson Pond
Androscoggin Lake
Androscoggin Lake

shiner
Gray Ghost
needle smelt
Mr. Twister
Gray Ghost
Mooselook Wobbler
Rapala

Eric L. White, Franklin, ME
David Hewett, Newcastle, ME
Walter W.Black, Jr., Thomaston, ME
Ronald Shorty, Fairfield, ME
Peter Windrush, Casco, ME

22-11
22-7
18
17-8
16-1

41 Y2
37!;.;
35
36
34~

1/17
5/15
6110
5117
6/22

Donnell's Pond
Moosehead Lake
Tunk Lake
Moosehead Lake
Sebago Lake

live bait
smelt
Rebel
sucker
flatfish

Cy Eastlack, Oquossoc, ME
Peter Marquis, Berlin, N.H.
Donald Guile, Berwick, ME
Gordon Davis, Berlin, MD
Paul D. Cloutier, Whitefield, ME
Curtis Rushton, Topsfield, ME
Robert Fitzgibbon II, Northboro, MA

10
8-12
8-6
8
7-12
7-4
7

29
27!;.;
27
26
25
24
261h

5/20
7 /26
7 /31
7 /23
619
6116
8/18

Rangeley
Rangeley
Rangeley
Rangeley
Rangeley
Rangeley
Rangeley

Gray Ghost
Chev Chase
Mooselook Wobbler
sewed bait
Flash King
Wippow Willow
smelt

Robert Hinckley, Manset, ME
Kenneth F. Beland, Machias, ME
Franklin L. Burnell, Old Town, ME
Julian Hatt, Machias, ME
Peter Purington, Augusta, ME

27-8
25-7
21-8
18-8
16

41
41
381h
38
41

6/27
6/30
6130
6/24
4/1

Machias River
East Machias River
Penobscot River
Machias River
Narraguagus River

Blue Charm
Bear Hair
Bomber
Gray Ghost

Felicia Liebman, Englewood, N.J.
Kenneth J. Robinson, Rockland, ME
Frank Ingrassia, Staten Island, N.Y.
Gerald Levinson, Marblehead, MA
Clinton Price, Bangor, ME
Elizabeth McCabe, Westwood, N.J.
Graham S. Goulette, Guilford, ME
Jeffrey A. Lucas, Austin, TX

5-12
5-6
5-4
5-4
5-4
5-2
5-2
5-1

23
21
23
23
19
191h
19
21

815
2120
8/2
919
6/2
5118
711
913

Kennebec River
Swan Lake
Kennebec River
Sebasticook River
Schoodic Lake
Great Pond
Sebec Lake
Grand Falls Flowage

live bait
smelt
crayfish
spinner bait
Rapala
Rapala
salt pork
live bait

Michael J Lowell, Biddeford, ME
Ted Sperdakos, Gray, ME
Bob Cardali, Bath, ME
James Whynaught, Bryant Pond, ME
Thomas Hemingway, Bryant Pond, ME
Dalton W. Edwards, Brunswick, ME
Delwyn C. Wilson Jr., Bryant Pond,ME
John C. Cross, Wellesley, MA
John D. Bardugone, Cornish, ME
Richard Tewhcy, Monmouth, Me

9-2
8-14
8-9
8-7
8-6
8-6
8-5
8-4
8-3
8

26
22~
231h
241h
23
23
221h
25!;.;
23Y2

9115
7 /13
9112
2/15
516
6/30
5113
713
6/23
10/31

Kezar Lake
Little Sebago Lake
Winnegance Lake
North Pond
North Pond
Cobbosseecontee Lake
Moose Pond
McGrath Pond
Stanley Pond
Annabessacook Lake

Mann's Jellyworm
Mann's Jellyworm
Rapa la
live bait
Mepp's Minnow
pork rind
Mepp's Aglia
plastic worm
Rebel
plastic worm

Monte Haines, Bowdoinham, ME
Jason Bowie, Gardiner, ME
Gary Wilson, Cumberland, ME
Vince Caruso, E. Rumford, ME
Clint Layne, Gardiner, ME
Braford Welsh, Casco, ME
David Currie, Winthrop, ME
David Hodgson, Holland, MA
James A. Stone, Rumford, ME

5-8
5-2
5
4-15
4-14
4-12
4-10
4-10
4-10

281h
28
26!;.;
26
261h
28
261h
251h
25Y2

1/23
2126
4/22
2125
2126
4/24
1/28
9/14
2/25

Winnegance Stream
Cobbosseecontee Lake
Sebago Lake
Androscoggin Lake
Annabessacook Lake
Sebago Lake
Androscoggin Lake
Belgrade Stream

golden shiner
shiner
smelt
live bait
shiner
Black Ghost
shiner

Francis C. Brautigam, Gray, ME
Warren Cooper, Augusta, ME

2-6
2-6

15 !;.;
15 !;.;

6/2
5/25

Panther Run
Three Mile Pond

Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake
Lake

live bait
night crawler
worm

(Qualifying weight 2 lbs.]
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SWIMMERS, they are
nothing but slippery weeds. To
fishermen, they are a haven for
large bass or a snag for a
misguided lure. To boaters, they
are a prop-fouling nuisance. To
hunters, they are an ideal area
for one to be alert for a duck.
For the muskrat trapper, they
indicate money in the bank.
Everyone who uses our waters
seems to have an opinion about
aquatic plants. Many states to
our south have several problems
with rooted aquatic plants; does
Maine have such a problem, and
does it warrant control? Aquatic
plants are an integral part of a
lake or pond. They are only part
of the components which make
a lake not just a body of water,
but a living system. Although
they can be nuisances at times,
their overall benefit is immense
and generally goes unnoticed
and unappreciated.
BENEFITS
What are the benefits that
aquatic plants provide? First, the
plants provide a diversity of
habitat. They provide the
necessary habitat for certain fish
species to spawn and are an important nursery area for the
young of virtually every warmwater fish species in this state.
These vegetated areas have high
concentrations of aquatic insects
and crustaceans, so the young
fish have a reliable food source
as well as cover from predators.
Consequently, the plant beds
also attract the larger predator
fish. The plants themselves also
provide food for everything from
muskrats to moose.
A less obvious, but equally
important, benefit is that the
plants stabilize lake sediments.
Their roots trap sediment particles so that shorelines do not
become turbid on windy days.
12

The plants absorb nutrients
from the water, thus tying up
these materials and making
them unavailable for less
desirable algae growth. The
plants also absorb the force of
waves, and so reduce shoreline
erosion. Lastly, many of the
plants are aesthetically pleasing.
A bed of pickerel weed in bloom
is certainly more attractive than
a concrete retaining wall, and
serves the same function.
NUISANCES
Aquatic plants can definitely
become an inconvenience for
boaters and swimmers. For
boaters, it is usually a problem
of access. These problems are
generally restricted to shallow
water, since few plants in Maine
can grow to the surface from
depths greater than six feet.
Beyond that depth, they do not
interfere with outboard motors
or sailboat centerboards. Actu-

ally, the plants can be a helpful
warning of shallow water or
reefs.
For swimmers, it is a similar
problem of access; however, the
nuisance is a little closer to the
skin. Aquatic plants in Maine
usually do not grow profusely
enough to inhibit swimming,
but they may discourage people
who have to wade through them
to get to deeper water, or deter
small children who play in the
shallows.
Over the years, we have
received an increasing number
of complaints about aquatic
plants. Usually, it is not a new
encroachment of plants into a
waterbody that leads to the
complaint, but rather encroachment of people into areas which
were previously not used. As
our lakes become increasingly
developed, less desirable frontage around marshy areas and
shallow coves is pressed into
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring
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by David L. Courtemanch

If you can extol the virtues
of aquatic plants while, at
the same time, pushing
them out of your way, then
you truly understand ...

Th e
05
Frustrating
Flora!

use. Properties bought in the
winter and spring may look
much different when summer
arrives. Development around
shorelines, including tree
removal, filling, breakwater construction, and increased
shoreline erosion may provide
just the necessary requirements
for plants to grow where they
could not before. Also, new
roads and boat landings have
allowed larger boats to use lakes
and ponds which were previously inaccessible.

roots to penetrate, and located
in an area protected from waves
or strong currents.
Aquatic plants grow best in
coves, or on the western shores
of Maine lakes, protected from
the prevailing winds. These factors will not only determine if
plants can grow in a given area
but also which species can survive. For instance, bulrush, burreed, or other narrow-leaf
species can grow where wave ac-

tion is more in tense since the
force will not tear the leaves.
Broad-leaf species such as pond
lilies are restricted to quiet
waters. Pipewort tends to grow
on very coarse sand and gravel
bottoms where wave action can
be intense. Its leaves are narrow
and grow close to the bottom,
except for a brief period each
summer, when it sends a
button-like flower on a shoot to
the surface.
Elodea (common waterweedJ
is probably the only plant which
seems to flourish from reduced
water quality. When lakes
become turbid with algae, most
plant species cannot exist
because of the limited light
penetration. Elodea seems to
grow more profusely in this

Many problem species are spread
from lake to lake on boats and
trailers. Be sure to clean them
carefully before launching in the
next lake, pond, or stream. Photo
by Barbara Welch.

MISCONCEPTIONS
One thing aquatic plants do
not do is indicate a pollution
problem. Aquatic plants are opportunists. Like all plants, they
need light, water, nutrients, and
a suitable substrate to grow on.
The most important controlling
factor is the substrate. It must
be shallow enough to allow light
penetration, soft enough for

The author is a biologist with the
Department of Environmental Protection's Division of Environmental
Evaluation and Lake Studies.
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situation, probably because it
does not have to compete with
the other species and can
tolerate the reduced light.
Another common misconception is that aquatic plants harbor mosquitoes, leeches, or
other unwelcome guests. Mosquito larvae cannot develop in
these plant beds because predation from fish and other aquatic
insects is too intense and efficient. Mosquitoes generally
develop in temporary woodland
pools, rain barrels, and similar
places where there are no
predators and where they can
complete their brief aquatic
development phase before the
water dries up.
Aquatic plants do not attract
leeches either. Most leeches are
scavengers and are attracted to
the quiet water and soft sediments. Remove the plants and
you will still have the leeches.
On a couple of occasions, we
even have people complain that
the plants attract frogs whose
croaking keeps them awake at
night. These people really need
a swimming pool and not lake
frontage!
CONTROLS
There are a few facts to
realize about controlling aquatic
plants in Maine. The plants are
merely indicators of environmental conditions which determine their presence. Any
removal of the plants will be
only temporary. Nature has an
infinite capacity to replace lost
organisms. Also, the aquatic
plant problems in Maine can be
characterized as local nuisances.
We do not have any species like
the Florida water hyacinth; with
this species, large expanses of a
water body are completely overgrown or there are large floating
mats of vegetation. For these
reasons, any control should be
directed at the immediate area
of concern.
14

Since lakes and ponds in
Maine are publicly owned, control measures are regulated by
the state. Removal of vegetation
is controlled through the Great
Ponds Act, administered by the
Department of Environmental
Protection. This agency, as a
routine procedure, gives permits
to remove a 10-foot wide area of
vegetation for an unlimited
distance into the lake. This is
considered reasonable access for
both swimming and boating.
The vegetation must be removed
by hand cutting, raking, or pulling. The cuttings make superb
garden mulch, rich in nutrients
and completely free of weed
seed.
Permits for greater areas of
removal are allowed where circumstances warrant, particularly
for public beaches, boat landings, or marinas. Regular use of
an area for swimming and boating will in itself provide a good
control against the establishment of new plants. Mechanical
harvesters have been allowed,
but there is generally insufficient acreage in need of control
to make it cost effective for an
individual or organization to buy
or rent one.
The use of herbicides to control aquatic plants is also
regulated by the Department of
Environmental Protection. The
department has never allowed
the use of these chemicals, for
many reasons. Most important
is the fact that most of our
lakes are used by individual
camp owners as water supply.
Since there is no way to contain
the chemicals in one area of the
lake, there is no way to prevent
contamination of someone's
drinking water. The labels for
these materials all warn against
drinking, swimming, irrigation
or consumption of fish for
periods up to 14 days after treatment. This department could
not recommend the closing of

any of our lakes for two weeks
in the middle of summer so that
someone can kill some plants!
Another problem is that there
are no chemicals on the market
which are selective for certain
species; thus, you can expect to
kill all plants in the area
whether you want to or not.
The available chemicals are toxic not only to the plants, but to
fish and other animal life at the
same concentration needed to
eliminate the plants. And contrary to manufacturer's claims,
none are completely effective at
killing every individual plant
and so are only temporary measures involving repeat treatments. The only real advantage
to chemicals is convenience.
There are a few things one
can do to inhibit new plant
growth. If plants don't exist in
an area, there is probably a
natural reason; if the area is left
reasonably undisturbed, it will
probably not become colonized.
It is important to control the
spread of plants from one lake
to another by removing plant
fragments from boats and
trailers before leaving a lake.
These fragments can establish
roots and cause the spread of
new species. This is especially
important for boats which travel
in and out of Maine, because
other New England states have
nuisance species not presently
found in Maine. Thompson Lake
in Oxford is an example of
where a troublesome species of
water milfoil has been
introduced.
As with ducks and deer, there
are good and bad years for these
plants. Plants may invade an
area in one year, only to be
destroyed the next by ice,
changing water levels, diseases,
or other causes. We need to appreciate their value, beauty, and
natural place in the lake system
and tolerate the inconveniences
they sometimes create.
•
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I.IEPAST10 YEARS
have seen a substantial increase
in the number of adult Atlantic
salmon returning to Maine's
rivers and the number of anglers
seeking to catch salmon. Public
interest in restoring Atlantic
salmon runs has been growing
in all areas of the state. The
Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission recognized the need for
comprehensive planning to ensure the most effective use of its
available resources.

by Kenneth Beland
In the cool mist of the early June
morning, bundled in a wool jacket
and wearing torn hip boots, the boy
patiently watches his fly drift across
the slick where a large salmon rose
to his fly the previous evening. As
the Cosseboom completes its drift,
the boy suddenly sees the fish surge
and strike the fly in a shower of
spray. After a spirited battle, the
salmon is brought to net, and other
anglers gather to admire the boy's
catch. Although not the 20~pounder
that occupied the slick the previous
day, the bright salmon weighs
nearly 10 pounds. The angler, indifferent to the size of his catch,
beams proudly, for he has just
landed his first Atlantic salmon!

Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring

The author is a staff biologist at the
Maine Atlantic Sea Run Salmon
Commission's Machias Office.
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In the winter of 1982-1983,
the salmon commission undertook to develop a comprehensive
plan for Atlantic salmon
management in Maine. Such a
plan would address a number of
objectives. It needed to: 1)
catalog the extent of the existing Atlantic salmon resource,
2) determine the resource potential of waters where salmon are
present or formerly occurred, 3)
establish a program objective
and management priorities for
the future, and 4) develop an
operational plan for implementation of this program objective.
The comprehensive plan will
have two parts: a strategic plan,
which addresses the first three
objectives, and an operational
plan.
15

The strategic plan was completed in July of 1984. The
operational plan is presently
being prepared. This article
describes the development and
content of Maine's strategic plan
for Atlantic salmon management.
A major portion of the
strategic plan is devoted to a
compilation of information on
the extent of Maine's Atlantic
salmon resource, both from an
historical perspective and as an
assessment of the current status
of the resource. It includes a
concise history of past and present Atlantic salmon management activities in Maine. The
habitat potential of historical
salmon rivers, the factors
limiting salmon abundance, and
the resources available for
salmon management are also
described. Such documentation
facilitated the development of a
management objective for the
salmon management program.
16

w,IENEUROPEAN
SETTLERS arrived in Maine,
self-sustaining Atlantic salmon
populations were found in at
least 34 rivers and streams. It is
estimated that those waters
collectively produced approximately 125,000 to 500,000
adult salmon annually. As
settlement and industrial
development accelerated in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, Atlantic salmon habitat
was degraded, destroyed, or
made inaccessible, and salmon
populations rapidly declined.
The abundance of Atlantic
salmon in Maine's rivers has
always been limited by the
quantity and quality of freshwater habitat available for the
production of young salmon.
When the Atlantic Sea Run
Salmon Commission was established in 194 7, less than 1 percent of the historical habitat in

Maine rivers remained accessible to salmon, and the total
resource probably numbered
only 1,500 to 2,000 salmon.
Atlantic salmon now have access to about 35 percent of their
historical habitat, and present
salmon populations total 6,000
to 10,000 fish. About one-third
of Maine's salmon resource is of
wild origin; the remainder come
from hatcheries.
The potential of many Maine
rivers to produce salmon would
be greatly enhanced if areas of
suitable habitat that are located
upstream of impassible dams
were made accessible to salmon.
Virtually all of the remaining
habitat in the Aroostook, Kennebec, Androscoggin, Saco, and
Union rivers is located upstream
from one or more impassible
dams (see Figure 1). Extensive
areas of spawning and nursery
habitat, flooded by impoundments, are no longer suitable for
Atlantic salmon production.
The goal of the Atlantic
salmon program in Maine was
set by the state legislature in
1947, when the Atlantic Sea
Run Salmon Commission was
established with a mandate to
restore Atlantic salmon runs to
rivers of Maine and manage
existing salmon populations.
The strategic plan is intended to
address the time period through
the year 2000.
Within that period, and with
the resources presently
available, the salmon commission can not expect to restore
Atlantic salmon to former
population levels. During this
planning period, the commission's objective must be more
modest. We have a small management staff, and personnel
availability limits the projects
which can be undertaken.
Another serious program limitation is hatchery capacity to
produce juvenile Atlantic
salmon. The United States Fish
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring
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is a primary factor limiting
Atlantic salmon abundance, and
limits the options available to
the commission. On some of
the larger rivers in Maine,
millions of dollars will have to
be spent by dam owners to build
adequate fish passage facilities
for salmon and other anadromous fishes. The objective
derived in the strategic plan
must reflect a realistic and efficient allocation of the limited
resources available to us.
After considerable discussion
and manuscript review by

and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
operates the Green Lake and
Craig Brook National Fish
Hatcheries, located in Ellsworth
and East Orland, respectively.
Those facilities produce all of
the hatchery salmon stocked in
Maine, and have a combined
capacity to produce 770,000
smolts and 450,000 non-smolts
(fry and parr) annually.
The USFWS also provides
biological and engineering
assistance to the salmon program in Maine. The accessibility
of spawning and nursery habitat

STATE OF MAINE
ATLANTIC SALMON
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
•

Objective

•

Objective

A
B

•

Objective

C

Impassible Dams
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representatives of state and
federal fisheries agencies, the
commission tentatively adopted
a program objective for the
future. The strategic plan was
then offered to the commission's Advisory Council for
comment, and was presented at
three public hearings to solicit
additional comments. After revision to reflect comments received during the public review,
the following objective was
adopted. It is expressed in three
sections, reflecting decreasing
levels of priority, and grouping
rivers with similar management
potentials and problems.
ATLANTIC SALMON
MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVE
A. Maintain Atlantic salmon
populations at current levels
of abundance and protect
existing fisheries on the
Dennys, East Machias,
Machias, Pleasant, Narraguagus, Ducktrap, and
Sheepscot rivers.
B. Restore Atlantic salmon
populations to the Penobscot
and St. Croix rivers.
C. Restore Atlantic salmon
populations to the Saco,
Aroostook, Union, and Union
rivers (group #1), and the St.
George, Kennebec, Androscoggin, Meduxnekeag, and
Pres tile rivers (group #2),
with resources above and
beyond those necessary to accomplish items A and B.
Item A of this management
objective encompasses management of self-sustaining Atlantic
salmon populations that support
sport fisheries. These seven
rivers represent the only selfsustaining Atlantic salmon
fisheries in the United States,
and assuring their continued existence is of primary importance. As a group, these rivers
contain only 5 percent of the
historical salmon habitat in
Maine, but represent 15 percent
17

of the accessible habitat, and
have the potential to produce
runs of about 1,350 to 2,500
adult salmon annually, and provide angler catches of about 2 7 5
salmon in an average year.
Management strategies on
these rivers focus on habitat
protection and maintainance of
adequate spawning escapements.
When deficiencies in natural
production are documented, occasional stockings of hatchery
fish may be required to ensure
adequate spawning escapements.
This strategy should assure that
current fisheries for Atlantic
salmon on these rivers are maintained. The commission also
considers the protection of small
populations of Atlantic salmon
in several minor coastal drainages to be part of its management objective.
The Penobscot and St. Croix
constitute the second item of
the management objective.
Atlantic salmon were formerly
abundant in both of these rivers,
but salmon populations were
eliminated due to impassible
dams and water pollution. Today, most of the dams on these
rivers are provided with
fishways, and the water quality
is adequate to support salmon
and other anadromous fishes.
The commission has ongoing
restoration programs on both of
these rivers. The Penobscot and
St. Croix contain about 28 percent of the historical habitat in
Maine, but represent 80 percent
of the accessible salmon habitat.
These rivers have a combined
potential to produce annual runs
of 8,000 to 15,000 adult salmon.
Several thousand salmon could
eventually be available for sport
fisheries to harvest from the
Penobscot and St. Croix.
In order for Atlantic salmon
restoration to succeed on a large
river such as the Penobscot, major long-term commitments of
personnel and hatchery fish are
18

necessary. Only when significant numbers of wild salmon
return to a river under restoration can the project be considered a success. Hatchery fish
used in the restoration can then
be reallocated to other restoration programs.
The rivers included in Item C
of the management objective are
estimated to contain 67 percent
of the salmon habitat in Maine;
but impassible dams make virtually all of this habitat inaccessible to Atlantic salmon. If
this habitat were fully utilized,
adult salmon runs in these
rivers could total 10, 000 to
20,000 per year, and several
thousand fish could be available
for harvest by anglers.
On all of these rivers included
in Item C of the objective,
habitat evaluations and sound
planning are prerequisites to
salmon restoration. Fish passage
improvement plans are also required for those watersheds with
multiple impassible dams.
Atlantic salmon management
must also be integrated with
existing fishery management to
prevent conflicts between Atlantic salmon and other species.
The timetable for restoration
of the Item C rivers could be
accelerated if additional
hatchery and personnel resources were available. Existing
salmon hatchery production provides about one-third of the
juvenile Atlantic salmon that
would be required for full implementation of the management objective. Additional staff
would also be required to properly implement and monitor
biological programs. In the
absence of additional program
resources, restoration programs
on some rivers may have to be
deferred until increases in wild
runs on rivers such as the
Penobscot and St. Croix allow a
reallocation of existing
resources.

In addition to restoring and
managing Atlantic salmon in
waters where they were historically present, possibilities exist
for expanding the range of the
salmon to include waters where
they were historically absent.
Because an introduction program involves making nonhistorical habitat available to
salmon, introductions are
viewed as a lower management
priority than efforts to restore
salmon to historical habitat. As
such, the commission does not
plan to attempt such introductions unless resources above and
beyond those necessary to
achieve its management objective are made available.

IMPLEMENTATION of
this management objective will
eventually increase the size of
Maine's Atlantic salmon
resource and the number of
rivers where salmon are abundant. This objective assigns program priorities that allow existing programs to continue,
while providing a basis for an
orderly expansion of the salmon
program as resources permit.
The operational plan will
detail how the objective derived
in the strategic plan will be implemented. The eventual restoration of Atlantic salmon to
rivers in northern, central, and
southern Maine would greatly
increase the opportunities to
fish for Atlantic salmon in areas
where considerable demand for
such fisheries already exists. As
Maine's Atlantic salmon
resource continues to expand,
the smiling faces of fishermen,
young and old, as they land
their first salmon, will become
more commonplace.
•
Note: Copies of the strategic plan for
management of Maine's Atlantic salmon
are available through the Atlantic Sea
Run Salmon Commission, P.O. Box
1298, Bangor, ME 04401.
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the Fly Tying Bench

THE
HORNBERG
By Peter G. Walker

ABOUT THE FLY
Although Mainers cannot claim this pattern as
a ''native son, the Hornberg may possibly be the
most popular of all trout flies in these parts.
Wisconsin Conservation Officer Frank Hornberg
invented the fly in the early 1950s; although accounts differ as to just what the pattern is meant
to imitate, the fact is that the Hornberg has been
a trout killer since its birth! With the help of the
Weber Tackle Company, this strange gray fly has
enjoyed widespread fame.
The Hornberg is certainly deserving of the term
special fly." It is one of those rare patterns that
can be used as a dry fly, a wet fly, or even a
streamer without any modification whatsoever.
Perhaps the most successful use of the Hornberg
is as a combination of wet and dry. Many an angler
11

11

1

Start tying thread on shank about one third of
the way back from the eve. Prepare a length of
tinsel by cutting the end at a shallow angle to
create a taper; secure tapered tip to shank as
shown.

Reversing directions, wrap the tinsel back to the
point of origin, creating a second layer over the
first. This double-wrapping will mask any gaps or
imperfections in either layer. secure the tinsel to
the shank with a half hitch or two of tying thread;
trim off remainder.
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SPECIAL

FLY #3

has filled a creel by casting a Hornberg lightly onto the surface and letting it sit in the surface film
for awhile before jerking it under and beginning a
fairly rapid retrieve. Trout seem to contemplate the
fly as it floats, then charge it when it attempts to
flee!
THE PATTERN
HOOK: 3X long dry fly hooks, sizes #6-#12
THREAD: black
BODY: medium width embossed silver tinsel
UNDERWING: a single downcurved golden pheasant crest feather, or a small bunch of dyed yellow
calf tail
WINGS: a matched pair of barred mallard flank
feathers
CHEEKS: jungle cock eye feathers (optional)
HACKLES: two grizzly

2

The best tinsel bodies are double-wrapped. wrap
the tinsel in even turns along the shank from
point of origin back to the top of the hook bend.

4

Select a golden pheasant crest feather slightly
longer than the hook. Strip away the fluffy base
and fold the center quill, near its base in the
direction opposite to its natural bend.' this will
help lay it properly. secure to top of shank just
ahead of the tinsel so that it curves downward
and extends beyond the hook.

19
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5

Select a pair of mallard flank feathers that "approximately" match. Trim away the base fluff and
side fibers so that the final products resemble
those pictured. one at a time, secure the feathers
to opposite sides of the hook shank so that both
the pheasant crest and much of the hook itself
are obscured between the two flanks. Trim away
feather stubs; add small amount of lacquer or cement to the wrappings.

6

Although many tlsrs no longer bother with this
step, the original Hornberqs wings were modified
by lacquering. Place a small drop of lacquer or cement between thumb and forefinger, then pinch
the ends of the wings together. Hold for a few
seconds, then release. The lacquer will quickly dry,
holding the feathers permanently in place as
shown.

0

20

7

Because jungle cock eye feathers are seldom
available anymore, few Hornbergs are tied in the
exact pattern of the original. For the sake of
authenticity, however, we have included the addition of jungle cock eve feather cheeks on either
side of the wing. strip the basal fibers away from
each eye and position them one at a time with
thread, trimming away the remaining stems.

9

With hackle pliers, wrap each hackle around the
shank forward towards the eye; secure each with
tying thread and a half hitch. Trim off tips.

8

Select a pair of grizzly neck hackles <or one or two
saddle hackles, if you wish, for larger flies).
Prepare them by snipping away the fluffy bases
and separating the fibers by rubbing the feathers
the wrong way with thumb and forefinger. Attach
the two securely to the shank just ahead of the
base of the wings with tying thread; bring the
thread forward to the eye.

1~0
~

carefully hold back the hackle fibers with thumb
and forefinger while building up a small head with
tying thread. Apply a coat or two of lacquer ar;rtf'\
the very special Hornberg is complete!
\...__)
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the Fly Tying Bench

'The First Four Years'
or 'Farewell, Peter Walker!'
This Spring 1985 issue of MAINE FISH AND
WILDLIFE Magazine contains our sixteenth fly
tying "how-to" article; while it is not the last
of its kind by any means, it is, unfortunately,
the last to be authored by our good friend
and fly tier, Peter Walker.
Peter left Maine Fish and Wildlife employment last spring, moving to Colorado. Now,
four issues later, we present our last preprepared Walker "how-to," and a full color

photograph of all the flies covered by this
series to date.
Starting with the summer 1985 issue, our
fly series will be coming from the fingers of
John McLeod, a registered Maine guide and
veteran fly tier from Belgrade <near Auoustai.
we look forward to a long fly tying association with John, and we know you will appreciate his approach to the art.

Left column, top to bottom:
Fanwing Royal coachman,
Spring 1983
March Brown Nymph,
Fall 1982
White Wulff,
summer 1981
oum Gordon, Fall 1984
Grizzly King,
summer 1984
Professor, summer 1984
center column, top to
bottom:
Hornberg, Spring 1985
Grey Ghost, Winter 1981
Liggett Special,
summer 1983
Ballou Special, Winter 1984
cosseboom, summer 1982
Right column, top to
bottom:
Black Ant, Spring 1984
Devil Bug, Spring 1982
Light Cahill, Spring 1981
Parmachenee Belle,
Winter 1982
Pink Lady Palmer,
Winter 1983
Grasshopper, Fall 1983
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venient ways to spend leisure
time. Non-believers might also
wonder how some anglers can
spend small fortunes and so
many days out under scorching
sun, in freezing wind, or in
drenching rain to pursue
creatures that, when hooked,
may be big enough and strong
enough to require exhausting exertion to subdue. And then,
after all that, they might even
liberate the lunker, leaving their
+ictory a private matter, just
between the angler and the fish.
Can leaky boa ts and leaky
boots, weather extremes from
deep freeze to high broil, efforts
that catch nothing more than
snags and colds, lost equipment

How

BIG! HOW MANY!

These questions have been
dominant since shortly after
humankind first hooked a fish.
In ages past, it is most likely
that angling pursuits were
primarily inspired to feed the
stomach, but today, feeding the
ego has become important for a
sizable segment of the rod-andreel multitude.
It is a different need, this kind
of greed. Some who fish are
competitive, some are contemplative, and many are a bit of
both. Those who go "fishing"
as a pure pursuit are certainly in
the minority. Most would admit
that "catching" is an important
consideration in the experience.
But fishing is unique in providing a delicious blend of consumptive alternatives. The
angler has choices: to keep or
not to keep. Limits have been
set as a stop" sign for those
who would not otherwise.
Fishing may be most satisfying to those who regard the
"catching" as incidental to the
enjoyment. The anticipation,
the pursuit, and the atmosphere

- what you are doing and
where you are doing it - is
enough.
Some follow generations-old
traditions of living off the land
and the water by harvesting
fish, as they would other crops,
for table and freezer as a natural
food source. Others fish every
possible free evening, day,
weekend, or vacation period, but
seldom keep and never eat what
they catch. The cool stream that
pulls at the waders or the sound
of wind rustling the trees above
contributes to what these fishing folks appreciate as vital
therapy.
There are some who can't
quite understand why an otherwise sane person would rise
long before sun-up to drive
many miles to fish. They might
suggest more comfortable, con-

11
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The author is outdoor editor for the
Philadelphia Enquirer. He has fished
in Norway, Scotland, Canada, Costa
Rica, Mexico, Panama, Columbia,
Ecuador, Bermuda, and the
Bahamas, as well as throughout the
United States.

and lost fish, broken hearts and
broken line, being eaten up by
flying creatures you cannot
always see, etc., really be all
that much fun?
Why is it that one who may
be a listless tight-wad at other
times regards the tackle shop's
lure display in much the same
way as a child is dazzled by the
lights and tinsel of a Christmas
tree? And no matter the angler's
age, or how many trips already
taken and fish caught, he is too
excited to sleep soundly the
night before the next new
adventure.
The rod-and-reel multitude,
estimated at about 50 million
Americans, reportedly spends
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring
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more than $3 billion a year to
acquire a product that would
cost much less, with a lot less
time and effort, if purchased
directly from the local fish
market.
Why go fishing? For some, it
is for the obvious, understandable goal of catching fish. But
others know it really is to
escape the tension and tedium
of the other times in their lives.
Fishing can provide both a
means of getting away from
those drag-us-down necessary involvements and getting back to
those things that generate
natural highs.
Fishing enthusiasts almost invariably return restored and

naments, from modest local to
six-figure national events.
The latter, so well organized,
regimented, and promoted, have
spawned the sponsored rod-andreel ''professional'' athletes who
beat the water to a froth with
their casts and then churn it up
with their outboards, racing to
the next assault area. Besides
their own talents, and their
sleek boats with heavy
horsepower, they are armed
with trolling motors, sonar, pH
gauges, thermometers, and so
forth. Many of these competitive types have never fished out
of anything other than a gadgetloaded boat, pursuing big bucks
full throttle, always in a hurry.

revived - feeling better after
because of that time spent on or
in the water.
In other sports, who is ''best''
or "very good" or "just fair"
may be measured by how fast,
how high, how far, or how
many points. Not so in fishing.
There are no precise distances
between goal posts, heights of
basket rims, or even time
frames. And the "score" isn't
all that important. If it is,
perhaps it shouldn't be.
There have been successful
efforts in recent years to commercialize competitions, from
huge payoffs for new worldrecord fish by line-test classification to a proliferation of tour-

Many lads and dads today
have never known the leisurely
fishing lifestyle that is mixed
with camping, hiking, and boating with oars or paddles, finding
more time to fish and to loaf,
uncorrupted by concern over
beating the next guy to the next
spot to "work more water."
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You don't hear so much about
or from the silent majority of
anglers. They go fishing at a
slower pace, and they don't talk
a whole lot about it to a whole
lot of people. Maybe their
stories wouldn't sound all that
exciting, anyway.
But they are able to drown
troubles in water - if only temporarily, for a few hours or a
few days. They may never
qualify as "great" anglers, by
some standards, because they
are too busy enjoying
themselves to make a serious
business out of their favorite
sport.
Might it be that the ''best''
angler is really the one who
goes out just for an undefined
enjoyment? This one will never
be a loser. He might even
rationalize his modest assortment of gear with the argument
that relying too much on electronics, etc., detracts a bit from
fishing's charm, and deprives
the individual of exercising
mind and senses, which require
observance in unhurried, quiet
situations.
They might ask, what's the
hurry? They are neither hellbent for big fish nor for a lot of
them. They envy not those who
will never hear nature's sounds
over the horsepower roar, or
who can't afford the luxury of
conversation because that might
disturb their competitive
concentration.
"How many? How big?"
Now, one who goes fishing
day after day in boat or waders,
to cast lures or drown bait in a
waterway guaranteed to hold no
fish might be suspect of
derangement. But when the
numbers game becomes allconsuming and the pursuit so
frantic that there is no time to
smell the roses, one might
wonder if those who are considered "winners" have lost the
most precious prize of all.
•
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Special
Love
The dead remains of an oak tree hit by
lightning
seem alive with quick
movements. Several strands of dead grass
two and three feet in length hang out from
the center of the tree; but they seeni to be
getting shorter! Barely visible in the
darkness is the busy silhouette of a bird
working in one spot, yanking and twisting
grasses and shaping them into a nest lining. A few yards away in another tree, her
mate stands upright and attentive, guarding his territory. Not a sound passes between them. A silent understanding exists
- he will guard the female as she builds
and prepares the nest.
The impulse to produce the next generation hits long before the nest is built.
These feelings of excitement about breeding are very strong. Scientists think that
a determining factor that triggers the
nesting process is the increasing length of
the daylight hours. This seems to make
sense; insect and vegetation supplies are
stimulated by longer and warmer days and these are used by parent birds to feed
their young.
Nesting normally follows courting and
mating. Territory establishment helps
develop pair bounding between the male
and his mate. Pair bonding helps continue
the stimulation which will guide the birds
with the nesting process. In some cases
(like Canada geese), the pair will mate for
life, but in most other species, pairing lasts
only until the end of the nesting period.
Birds can be found nesting anywhere in
the world. Some nest in the desert; others
nest in Alaska. One will nest underground,
while another will use a treetop. It seems
24

that any natural niche can attract some
species of birds.
A nest is primarily a place to house and
protect the delicate eggs. Some nests may
not be very elaborate, such as those of
geese, and are usually deserted after the
eggs hatch. Some, like eagles, will shelter
the young until they are ready to leave the
nest, then will be used again year after year
by the same pair of eagles.

The different types of nests, and places
that nests can be built, is astounding!
Cavity nesters use hollowed out dead
trees; bridges and barns have been used by
some species; songbirds (because they like
to perch) prefer bushes and trees. Some
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring
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birds, such as the kingfisher, will excavate
tunnels into a bank, using their strong bills
for this tremendous task.
Nests are typically made from grasses,
fibers, twigs, and pieces of bark, held
together with mud and saliva. Soft
materials, such as moss and feathers,
usually line the nest. Birds will usually use
vegetation from the nearby area to construct their nests - not only to shorten the
distance that they must travel to get the
materials, but also to help camouflage the
nest against intruders. In addition to this,
birds usually try to place the nest in a place
that is difficult, or impossible, to reach.
Birds vary greatly in their domestic
behavior. There is no hard and fast rule
dictating that females will build the nests
and the males will gather the food - but
this usually seems to be the arrangement.
The process whereby a parent bird sits
over the eggs until they are ready to hatch
is called incubation. Once the eggs have
been laid, the incubation period begins. As
with every other aspect of bird nesting, the
length and the process of incubation is different among bird species.
By the time the eggs are laid, the nesting
bird will expose a large area of warm skin
either by physically removing the feathers
herself or letting nature do it by increasing hormone levels. Incubation lasts until all eggs are hatched.
Prior to hatching, the embryo has absorbed all the food, as well as lime for use
in bone development, from its shell. With
no further function to perform, the
weakened shell ceases to protect and the
bird emerges.
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring 1985

Nesting is serious business; it is essential to the perpetuation of the species. Be
considerate when observing the nest; don't
disturb it or touch it, as you might scare
the parents away from the nest leaving the
eggs unprotected.
With a little help from you, and a lot of
work on the parents' parts, birds will continue to grace our forests and fields with
their color and song.

BIRDS IN HIDING!
The names of 14 birds are hidden in the
maze of letters below. They go up and
down, sideways, backwards - even
diagonally!
See if you can find, and circle, the
following: sparrow, owl, crow,
woodpecker, eagle, robin, snipe, bluejay,
chickadee, oriole, wren, loon, thrush,
and pigeon.
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Answer on page 31
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Deborah McLean-Weston illustration

A NEW FACE IN THE NORTHWOODS
by John W. Forssen

LERE'S
ANEWFACEshowing up
in the north woods! Its color is blue - the vibrant
royal blue like sky and water on a hot July afternoon. It is INFORMATION - and it promises expanded opportunities for public access into the
wildlands of Maine's northern interior.
After more than a century of neglect, the Public
Reserved Lands of Maine (until recently a scattered
collection of not particularly memorable woodlots)
are now comprised of more than 450,000 acres of
forests and lakes, rugged mountains and broad
wetlands - nearly 300,000 acres of which have
been consolidated into management units of between 3,000 and 30,000 acres. Altogether, there are
20 of the new parcels and they are dispersed
26

through eight counties in western, northern and
eastern Maine.
The Public Reserved Lands of Maine have at last
come of age - and both to mark the occasion and
welcome the using public, all but the most recently
acquired tracts are now identified with bright blue
signs at major access points. Further, the Bureau
of Public Lands, Maine Department of Conservation, the agency responsible for managing these
lands, has embarked on an energetic program to
produce informational materials and to initiate
management programs specifically designed for
recreational access and use.

The author is chief planner for the Bureau of Public Lands,
Maine Department of Conservation. Public Lands Staff Illustrator Deborah McLean-Weston created the graphics
for this article.
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Indeed, with the anticipated addition of a staff
recreation specialist, the bureau is raising planning
and development in this area to full program status
- rounding out an interdisciplinary planning team
which now includes wildlife, silviculture, and
engineering services. Significantly, this is the first
time that such broad expertise has been directly
available on these lands to coordinate a balanced
management program for public purposes.

A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES
Because of the configuration of the new consolidated landbase, recreation seekers can now
enjoy most everything that the great north woods
have to offer - and they can do so on lands
dedicated to such purposes.
• Hikers and backcountry buffs have access to
significant portions of the Appalachian Trail in the
Mahoosuc Mountains, the Four Ponds area of Twp.
E, and the Bigelow Preserve. These three units
comprise more than 60,000 acres of rugged mountain terrain set amidst the rich and varied landscape of western Maine.
• Canoe travelers - "Voyageurs" in the wilderness lore of the Great Lakes - will find access
to many of the state's major rivers, including the
East and West Branches of the Penobscot, the
Moose, the Dead, and the Pleasant - and especially the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, where
two entire townships (T6 Rll WELS, embracing
Telos Lake, and Tl3 Rl2 WELS, which harbors
Round Pond) have been incorporated within the
Public Reserved Lands System. In addition,
numerous smaller parcels, including such landmarks as the Promontory and Tramway, offer further opportunities for public use, as wilderness
travelers thread the waters of Chamberlain and
Eagle lakes.
• By contrast, people who choose to vacation
less strenuously, but still long for the drama and
solitude of remote landscapes, will enjoy such
places as Duck and Rocky Lakes, down east,
Scraggly and Seboeis lakes in north central Maine,
and the Deboulie and Eagle Lake units far to the
north in Aroostook County. All of these units (and
others) offer opportunities for camping, swimming,
and boating in areas which include some of the
state's most important
recreational
water
resources.
• Hunters, trappers and fishermen, of course,
will find the challenge of their sport throughout
the Public Reserved Lands System. Indeed, much
of the bureau's management, a coordinated program for both timber and wildlife, is geared to proMaine Fish and Wildlife-Spring
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duce optimal benefits for wildlife habitat development. Sportsmen should remember, however, that
hunting, trapping, and fishing even on the public
lands, are governed by regulations of the Maine
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife.
• Wintersports - snowmobiling, cross-country
skiing, snowshoeing, ice fishing, and hunting may be pursued on all management units.
For a list of major parcels within the Public
Reserved Lands System, see Figure 1.

NEW INITIATIVES
As the bureau proceeds with the management of
this landbase, two programs are of particular
significance. The first of these is access. While the
landbase was still in a stage of development, most
service roads were designed to meet administrative
needs, and travelers were frequently cautioned that
road conditions required four-wheel drive and/ or
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FIGURE 1
(COUNTY} Township
(OXFORD}
Riley, Grafton.
Andover W.
Richards town,
Adamstown
(FRANKLIN}
Twp. E.
(FRANKLIN/
SOMERSET}
Bigelow, Wyman,
Dead River
(SOMERSET}
Dead River
Holeb, Attean
(PISCATAQUIS}

Size

Mahoosuc

27,253

Richardson Lake

22,640

Four Ponds

Bigelow Preserve
Dead River
Holeb

3,876

30,498
4,191
17,851

Little Squaw

Little Squaw

12,914

Sugar Island
4 R 9 NWP,
3R9NWP

Sugar Island

4,208

Seboeis Lake

11,436

5 R 13 WELS

Gero Island

4,172

6 R 11 WELS
7 R 12, 13 WELS
8 R 12, 13, 14 WELS
9 R 13 WELS
(PENOBSCOT}
T7R8WELS
(AROOSTOOK}
13 R 12 WELS

Telos Lake

16,129

Chamberlain Lake

8,518

Principal Features
Mahoosuc Mtns., Appalachian
Trail, Grafton Notch
State Park
Mooselookmeguntic and
Richardson lakes
Appalachian Trail, variety of
small ponds

Appalachian Trail, Bigelow
Mt. Range, Flagstaff Lake
Flagstaff Lake, Dead River
Holeb and Attean ponds
Moose River-Bow Canoe Trip
Little Squaw Mtn., numerous
small ponds, access to
Moosehead Lake
Moosehead Lake, offshore
from Lily Bay State Park
Seboeis and Endless lakes
Chesuncook Lake, W. Branch
Penobscot R., Chesuncook
Viii.
Telos Lake, Allagash
Wilderness Waterway
Allagash Wilderness Waterway,
frontage on Eagle and
Chamberlain lakes

Scraggly Lake

10,304

Scraggly Lake

Round Pond

19,468

Deboullie
Eagle Lake

21,871
16,985

Squa Pan·

16,843

Allagash Wilderness Waterway
Deboullie Mtns., numerous
remote ponds
Eagle Lake
Squa Pan Lake, Squa Pan
Mountain

4 ND, 41 & 42 MD
(WASHINGTON}

Duck Lake

25,220

Duck, Gassabias, and
Unknown lakes

18 ED

Rocky Lake

9,904

15 R 9 WELS
16 R 6 WELS
11R4 WELS,
10 R 4 WELS
{HANCOCK}

TOTAL
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Unit Designation

Rocky /Second Lakes, E
Machias River
Machias River

284,281
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high clearance vehicles. At that time, management
operations pushed the roads through the forest;
they did so largely to serve the transport of forest
products.

IMPROVED ACCESS
Today, by contrast, transportation planning is
being designed to meet a larger body of needs, chief
among which are those of the using public; the
bureau is now working toward an annual goal of
developing and maintaining at least one all-season
road to serve passenger vehicles in each of the consolidated management units. In 1985, with 20
miles of roads scheduled for construction or
upgrading, the bureau will spend about $150,000.

ROADLESS AREAS
Part of this transportation planning effort will involve identification of areas which, because of
some special significance, should not be opened to
passenger traffic - or even made easily accessible
by other means. This would include such portions
of the landscape as are not only remote in location
but in character, as well - areas where solitude
and quiet natural beauty can be identified as the
dominant resource values, and for which continued
remoteness is essential to providing a quality
recreational experience.
The Bigelow Preserve, already managed principally for its visual resource value, certainly meets
these criteria, as do portions of the Mahoosuc and
Deboullie Management Units. Other areas may
also be suitable for retention in an essentially
unroaded condition; as transportation planning
progresses, further consideration will be given to
this issue of planned inaccessibility.

RECREATION DEVELOPMENT
Simultaneous to its consideration of transportation issues, the bureau will also begin to study the
need for further recreational development. Efforts
in this area will be divided into three general
categories: 1) inventory of existing facilities (including maintenance needs), 2) inventory of potential development sites and activities, and 3) Continuous monitoring of public demand as a means
to determine development priorities and schedules.
On many of the consolidated units, there are existing facilities, including campsites, boatramps,
picnic areas, and trails. However, because of the
modesty of past program efforts and the fact that
Maine Fish and Wildlife-Spring 1985

many of the new acquisitions may not have been
managed for recreational purposes in the past, it
is probable that both development and maintenance are in great need.
Major investigations of recreational resources
should begin during the upcoming recreational
season, with recommendations for development
available toward the end of 1985.

NO DEFICIT SPENDING
In both of these programs, however, it is important to remember that, because the bureau is a
dedicated revenue agency, development must proceed within the limits of generated income. There
can be no priority which exceeds the capacity of
the landbase to produce a balanced measure of income and amenities. This is consistent with the
legislative intent that these lands be administered
for public purposes without adding to the state's
tax burden.

REGULATIONS
To date, few rules have been developed concerning the use of these lands. Common sense and
common courtesy - care with fire, respect for
others, acknowledging safety precautions, packing
out garbage, and keeping all vehicles on established
roads - should cover most situations.
Undoubtedly, as more and more people begin to
make use of these lands, additional and more formal regulations will be developed. Even then,
however, it will be important to remember that
these are not parks and are not, except in rare circumstances, designed for high-density use.
To the extent that there are wildlands in Maine,
the Public Reserved Lands are wild - places where
people go to escape the press of civilization, to pursue solitary pleasures, and to assume responsibility for their own welfare. This last is a most serious
matter, since these lands are generally remote,
away from most routine services - and, if there
is an emergency, all but inaccessible.
People wishing to obtain further information
about the Public Reserved Lands may do so by
writing:
Bureau of Public Lands
State House Station 22
Augusta, Maine 04333
Or, if you're of an adventuresome spirit, you might
simply head into the forested interior and keep
your eye out for the bright blue signs!
•
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LAST CHANCE FOR
FIRST STAMP
Maine's first state waterfowl
stamp, issued in 1984, will be on sale
only until June 30, 1985. Any stamps
unsold after that date will be
destroyed.
The stamp design, featuring a pair
of black ducks by David A. Maass,
was judged "The Best of 1984" by
Wildlife Art News Magazine, in
competition with the federal duck
stamp and all other state stamps.
The stamps are $2.50 each and are
available singly or in sheets of ten.
To order, contact: Licensing Section,
MDIF&W, Station 41, Augusta, ME
04333.
ATLANTIC SALMON BOOKS
Nine new booklets on Maine searun salmon rivers may now be
ordered ($2 each or $9 for the set)
from the Atlantic Salmon Commission (Box 1298, Bangor, ME 04401)
or from the department's Augusta office. Rivers covered are the Penobscot, Aroostook, St. Croix, Saco,
Union, Machias and East Machias,
Narraguagus and Pleasant, Sheepscot,
and Dennys.

VISITORS' CENTER OPEN
The Fish and Wildlife Department's Visitors' Center at Gray is
now open for the season.
Over 30,000 people visited the
popular wildlife exhibit last year.
Among the animals available for
viewing at the former game farm this
spring are Maine moose, deer, bears,
coyotes, foxes and bobcats, as well as
birds of prey including owls, hawks
and turkey vultures.
Most of the wildlife are birds and
animals which have been injured or
orphaned as youngsters and would be
unable to fend for themselves if
returned to the wild.
Near the wildlife area is the Dry
Mills Fish Hatchery, where pools
containing large trout are open for
public viewing.
Located off Route 26 about three
miles north of Gray village, the
Visitors' Center also features interpretative signs, a nature trail and picnic tables.
It is open seven days a week, 10
a.m. to 4 p.m., with an admission
fee of SO cents per person over the
age of five.

1985 LICENSE FEES
RESIDENT
Hunting (16 and older)
Fishing (16 and older)
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(16 and older)
Supers port
Junior Hunting (10 to 15 years inclusive)
Combination Fishing and Archery Hunting
(16 and older)
Serviceman (resident) Combination Hunting
and Fishing
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
Trapping (16 and older)
Junior Trapping (10 to 15 years inclusive)
Guide (18 and older)

NONRESIDENT

s

13.00
13.00
24.00
34.00
3.00
24.00
11.00
13.00
27.00
5.00
38.00

CITIZEN

Big Game Hunting (10 and older)
Season Fishing (16 and older)
Junior Season Fishing (12 to 15 incl.)
L-day Fishing
7-day Fishing
3-day Fishing
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(16 and older)
Small Game Hunting (16 and older)
Junior Small Game Hunting
(10 to 15 years inclusive)
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
Guide (18 and older)
Trapping (any age)

75.00
40.00
5.00
28.00
24.00
15.00
103.00
45.00
23.00
45.00
140.00
302.00

NONRESIDENT ALIEN
Big Game Hunting (10 and older)
Season Fishing
Combination Hunting and Fishing
(10 and older)
Small Game Hunting (10 and older)
Archery Hunting (16 and older)
Guide (18 and older)

115.00
60.00
156.00
60.00
60.00
165.00

FIELD NOTES
SEBAGOLAKE-On April 5, Reginald Allen of Harrison caught

the largest recorded fish ever landed on rod and reel in Sebago
Lake-a lake trout (togue) weighing 25 pounds, 8 ounces. The
fish was weighed and measured at Jordan's Store in East Sebago
by Carroll Cutting, an official fish weigher. It was 39* inches
long and had a girth of 227/s inches. Fins clipped when the fish
was stocked in 1972, in the original togue stocking at Sebago,
revealed that it was 14 years old. It took Allen 90 minutes to
work the huge togue up from the depths of Maine's second largest
lake and into his net. Allen was fishing with a flatfish near the
bottom.
-Fishery BiologistSonny Pierce, Gray
SWAN LAKE- While checking ice fishermen on Swan Lake in
Stockton Springs I saw two men with what appeared to be too
many tip-ups. I approached them on my snowsled, and, in my
winter outer clothes, they didn't recognize me as a game warden.
As we chatted, the men commented that a third member of their
party had gone to town to pick up more refreshments. About that
time his truck appeared, headed toward us across the ice. One of
the men asked if I would pretend I was a game warden and give
their friend a hard time about leaving his tip-ups unattended. I
agreed. When the truck arrived, I asked the driver if I could see
his fishing license, and proceeded to ask him other questions.
The two fishermen were rolling on the ice in laughter at the
predicament they had gotten their friend into. As I continued to
talk, though, they came to realize that they were, in fact, dealing
with a real live game warden. Suddenly the situation didn't seem
quite so funny anymore. Results: One was summonsed for unattended lines, one for fishing with six lines.
-Game Warden Tim Liscomb,Winterport
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HOULTON-Warden Roland Pelletier assisted the Maine State
Police and the Royal Canadian Mounted Police of New Brunswick
in recovering two snowsleds stolen from the showroom of a sport
shop in Houlton and driven away. He followed the tracks on his
own snow sled approximately 8 miles to the American/ Canadian
boundary. Then, acting on request from the RCMP, he continued
following the tracks about 20 miles into Canada, eventually
recovering both sleds. This led to the· apprehension of 3 Canadian
men by the RCMP on charges of possession of stolen property.
This was an excellent example of cooperation between the Maine
Warden Service, Maine State Police and Royal Canadian Mounted
Police.
-Warden SergeantGreg Maher, Ashland
TUNK LAKE-Within a span of 11 days, fishermen caught three

togue weighing a combined 46% pounds from Tunk Lake in Hancock County; each fish was in the 14- to 16-pound range. Many
of the local people talk of fishing "Skunk Tunk" because it's
easy to get skunked on this 2, 000-acre lake. I believe this sudden
burst of trophy-sized togue can be attributed, in part, to a
substantially reduced stocking program in recent years at Tunk,
which has resulted in increased populations of forage fish including smelt. Also, we transferred smelt eggs into Tunk in 1983
and 1984 in an effort to further bolster the abundance of this
critically-important forage fish. No togue have been stocked there
since 1977, as sufficient numbers of naturally-reared togue are being produced. Also, since 1980 the salmon stocking rate has been
much lower. All of this means more food for fewer but betterquality game fish.
-Fisheries BiologistRon Brokaw, Machias
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LAST CHANCE FOR
FIRST STAMP
Maines first state waterfowl
stamp, issued in 1984, will be on sale
only until June 30, 1985. Any stamps
unsold after that date will be
destroyed.
The stamp design, featuring a pair
of black ducks by David A. Maass,
was judged "The Best of 1984" by
Wildlife Art News Magazine, in
competition with the federal duck
stamp and all other state stamps.
The stamps are $2.50 each and are
available singly or in sheets of ten.
To order, contact: Licensing Section,
MDIF&W, Station 41, Augusta, ME
04333.
ATLANTIC SALMON BOOKS
Nine new booklets on Maine searun salmon rivers may now be
ordered ($2 each or $9 for the set)
from the Atlantic Salmon Commission (Box 1298, Bangor, ME 04401)
or from the department's Augusta office. Rivers covered are the Penobscot, Aroostook, St. Croix, Saco,
Union, Machias and East Machias,
Narraguagus and Pleasant, Sheepscot,
and Dennys.
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SWAN LAKE- While checking ice fishermen on Swan Lake in
Stockton Springs I saw two men with what appeared to be too
many tip-ups. I approached them on my snowsled, and, in my
winter outer clothes, they didn't recognize me as a game warden.
As we chatted, the men commented that a third member of their
party had gone to town to pick up more refreshments. About that
time his truck appeared, headed toward us across .tbe ice. One of
the men asked if I would pretend I was a game warden and give
their friend a hard time about leaving his tip-ups unattended. I
agreed. When the truck arrived, I asked the driver if I could see
his fishing license, and proceeded to ask him other questions.
The two fishermen were rolling on the ice in laughter at the
predicament they had gotten their friend into. As I continued to
talk, though, they came to realize that they were, in fact, dealing
with a real live game warden. Suddenly the situation didn't seem
quite so funny anymore. Results: One was summonsed for unattended lines, one for fishing with six lines.
-Game Warden Tim Liscomb, Winterport
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TUNK LAKE- Within a span of 11 days, fishermen caught three

togue weighing a combined 46314 pounds from Tunk Lake in Hancock County; each fish was in the 14- to 16-pound range. Many
of the local people talk of fishing "Skunk Tunk" because it's
easy to get skunked on this 2, 000-acre lake. I believe this sudden
burst of trophy-sized togue can be attributed, in part, to a
substantially reduced stocking program in recent years at Tunk,
which has resulted in increased populations of forage fish including smelt. Also, we transferred smelt eggs into Tunk in 1983
and 1984 in an effort to further bolster the abundance of this
critically-important forage fish. No togue have been stocked there
since 1977, as sufficient numbers of naturally-reared togue are being produced. Also, since 1980 the salmon stocking rate has been
much lower. All of this means more food for fewer but betterquality game fish.
-Fisheries BiologistRon Brokaw, Machiaa
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